Q1 2019

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
• Boston hasn’t seen a wave of tower development like this since
the early 2000s — the Seaport development doesn’t qualify
for tower status given the area’s height restrictions. Winthrop
Center broke ground at the end of 2018, the first million-SFplus tower development in Boston in more than 15 years. The
one million SF 1 Congress (State Street’s new headquarters)
will be moving forward, while the tower portion of the Hub
on Causeway is close to signing a lease for the balance of its
vacancy. Smaller-scale projects are also underway, and more
could be on the way if developers are in fact willing and able to
go on spec.

Q1 2019

BOSTON OVERVIEW
What a start to the year. Headline after headline continues to
show the strength of the Boston market, beginning with State
Street announcing its plans to relocate its headquarters to
Bulfinch Crossing in a 510,000 SF deal. Almost immediately
after, WeWork announced it would take 250,000 SF at the top
of 1 Lincoln, backfilling a large chunk of State Street’s current
headquarters. Other major deals included Wayfair taking more
space (300,000 SF) in the Back Bay from Liberty Mutual,
UMass choosing Accordia Partners as the selected developer
for the Bayside Expo site, GE putting its new headquarters
and development site up for sale, and Related Beal reportedly
winning the development rights to 6.5 acres of land held by
Procter & Gamble subsidiary Gillette.
With that backdrop, it isn’t surprising to see vacancies falling to
8.9% and rents maintaining their upward trajectory, with both
Class A and Class B setting new high-water marks.

715K
SF positive

9.2%
Class A rent growth

Class B

Some of the larger requirements include:

900K

Foundation Medicine

500K

Amazon

300K

CarGurus

175K

Cambridge Associates

100K+

WeWork (multiple)

Negative absorption
since mid-2014

absorption

Statistics in the core submarkets are as follows:
VACANCY
RATE*

YTD 2019
ABSORPTION

MARKET SEGMENT

SUPPLY

Back Bay

13,342,940

4.8%

193,522

Class A

11,288,855

4.3%

172,145

Class B

2,054,085

7.3%

21,377

Financial District

34,274,384

10.9%

Class A

28,243,654

10.5%

345,308

Class B

6,030,730

13.2%

(153,961)

Seaport

11,605,924

12.6%

167,010

Class A

5,494,295

9.8%

135,549

Class B

6,111,629

15.0%

31,461

* includes sublease space
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• Wayfair and WeWork dominated headlines in 2018 and
continue to do so in early 2019 as Boston’s biggest demand
drivers. Fidelity is still the largest tenant in the market at 1.5
million SF, but Wayfair is nipping at its heels, with WeWork
close behind. WeWork has multiple letters of intent out on
spaces that — if signed — would make them Boston’s largest
space occupier. The fascinating part of this is that 10 years
ago, neither Wayfair or WeWork were anywhere on the radar of
largest tenants.

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

191,347

40K

CBT Architects

RENTAL RATES

Highlighted transactions from this quarter include:
Financial District

Seaport

10 St. James Avenue

Wayfair
WeWork

1 Lincoln Street

Foley Hoag

50K

• Class A is starting to have its day, after significantly
underperforming Class B in this cycle. B rents are still rising,
up 7.4% over the past year, but A rents have grown at a more
rapid 9.2% during the same time.

1 Congress Street

State Street

KPMG

South Station

155 Seaport Blvd

2 Financial Center

100K 150K 200K 250K

300K

350K 400K 450K 500K 550K 600K

Square Feet

The spread between asking rents in various segments of the
market is depicted below:

ABSORPTION, VACANCY, AND FORECAST

Several large tenant requirements
have come off the table (Fidelity, State
Street, Bank of America, Wayfair,
Foley Hoag, KPMG, Toast) as the firms
have made recent commitments. This
doesn’t indicate an end to the heady
days of this cycle, but it does limit the
single/anchor-tenant market.

• Conditions are solid now, but later in the forecast the risk of
an economic downturn will increase. Uncertainty about timing
and magnitude leads us to use a conservative medium-term
absorption projection. The threat of supply outpacing absorption
usually increases as the economic cycle moves forward, putting
upward pressure on vacancies; however, they are not expected
to move much in the near future (see chart below).
Forecast | Vacancy & Absorption
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LOOKING AHEAD…

• The narrative around Class B has changed, but nobody is
admitting it. That product type came out of the recession
soaring, but since the middle of 2014, aggregate absorption
in Class B is negative. Rents continue to increase, which has
masked an otherwise pedestrian B market for several years.
WeWork is looking at numerous B options and could change
the trend in a hurry. Class A, on the other hand, is rolling.
Vacancies ended the first quarter at 8.1%, at their lowest level in
this cycle and also at their lowest since early 2008.

3,000

• Rents are setting new highs across both Class A and B assets,
and we have already seen the first $100/SF equivalent gross
rent in this cycle in the Back Bay. If these rents become more
widespread (or become more common), that is historically an
indicator that market rents are topping out.

BOSTON

Back Bay

• Coworking and flexible office providers have fundamentally
changed the way users think about space. Tenants will push
for shorter lease terms, so landlords must adapt, whether by
offering dedicated spaces for such needs (Boston Properties
and Tishman Speyer are doing this) or by adjusting their
underwriting to accommodate more rapid turnover. Capital
sources will also have to adjust — not likely an immediate
change, but one worth watching.
• Rents could still have room to run. While Class A rents have
reached record highs, they are just ahead of the previous
cyclical peaks in nominal terms ($62.50/SF in 2001, $61.50/
SF in 2008). Factoring in inflation, today’s rents would need
to top $71/SF to match 2008 levels, or $89/SF to be in line
with 2001 figures in real terms.
• Most economists are expecting 2019 to remain a year of
growth, allowing the current economic cycle to match, and
exceed, the United States’ longest expansion ever. The yield
curve (the difference between rates on 10-year and 3-month
Treasuries) has inverted for the first time since 2007,
historically a leading indicator of a recession 12-18 months
into the future. Locally, with numerous major tenants no
longer seeking space, development picking up, stalled Class
B absorption, and a rent topping the psychological barrier of
$100/SF, we are at or close to the top of this cycle. We’ll see
what triggers the next downturn, but at this point it is unclear
what the impact will be on commercial real estate in Boston.
Boston has lived through outsized downturns (early ’90s and
tech bust) but suffered relatively less (at least compared to
other parts of the country) from the last one in 2008.

Vacancy

GREATER BOSTON MARKET VIEWPOINT
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OFFICE MARKET
• Office vacancies increased a negligible 0.1 percentage point in
the first quarter. Absorption was positive, though an increase
in sublease space dragged on market conditions somewhat.
Gross asking rents have topped $100/SF in select spaces.
• Alewife posted back-to-back quarters of positive absorption for
the first time since the first half of 2016. However, vacancies
there remain elevated, though weighted-average asking rents
resumed their upward trajectory after a one-quarter stall at
year-end.

Q1 2019

CAMBRIDGE OVERVIEW
Vacancies continued to fall in Cambridge at the start of the year,
as momentum remains strong. Multiple firms seeking large-scale
requirements are getting close to signing, which will increase
velocity and validate decisions by developers willing to build on
spec. Overall, vacancies were 3.5%, down 0.3 percentage points
from last quarter and 0.2 percentage points from year-ago
levels.
After its recent sublease at 121 Seaport Boulevard, Foundation
Medicine, said to be close to a deal at Seaport Square, needed
a massive amount of space that couldn’t be found in Cambridge
— there just isn’t enough space available outside of Cambridge
Crossing. This situation isn’t lost on developers, who are aiming
to create more life science clusters throughout the market,
especially targeting the Seaport and South Boston (with
proximity to the Red Line).

3.5%

$100

vacancy rate in Q1

6.9%

gross office asking

Alewife lab

rent

vacancy rate

Key statistics for the quarter include:
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MARKET

SUPPLY SF
(000s)

VACANCY
RATE

ABSORPTION (000s)
Q1 2019

Total Cambridge

23,650

3.5%

88

11,128

5.7%

22

12,522

1.6%

66

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

Google has been confirmed as the
sole tenant for Boston Properties’
redevelopment of the MIT Coop. The
362,000 SF lease will bring Google’s
local presence to about 800,000 SF
(for comparison, they have more than
23 M SF in Silicon Valley). While the
office is being developed, Google
plans to take a sublease from Akamai
on Broadway.

LAB MARKET
• Vacancies fell to start the year to 1.6%. Alewife saw a great
recovery, with vacancies dropping from 20.6% to 6.9%,
thanks largely to leasing at 35 Cambridgepark Drive and 75
Moulton. East Cambridge vacancies rose to a miniscule 1.2% as
Momenta put 80,000 SF on the sublease market at 320 Bent
Street, but that space is close to filling up, showing just how
strong the market is.
• As Cambridge is the global epicenter of life science research
and development, tenants are aggressively trying to enter it. But
with virtually no space available, growing tenants are struggling
to stay in place. Supply is coming, but aside from the spec
building at Cambridge Crossing (said to be close to landing a
large tenant), the new development probably won’t provide
much relief. And even Cambridge Crossing may be challenged
to meet the demand, after Sanofi signed a record 900,000 SF
lease there in late 2018. In the heart of Kendall, BioMed Realty
is likely to bring new space in the years ahead, after buying the
lot at 585 Third Street. Other projects are moving forward as
well, but a massive supply/demand mismatch remains in the
market today.

CAMBRIDGE

Tight market conditions have left the
market scrambling, with tenants and
investors alike trying to figure out
where the next life science cluster
will be. Relief valves to date have
largely been in the suburbs, mainly in
Lexington, Waltham, Watertown, and
Woburn. Boston too is growing, with
the Seaport and Allston/Brighton
emerging as the next clusters.
Highlighted active tenants and recent transactions are
shown in the tables below.

LOOKING AHEAD…
900K

Foundation Medicine

350K

Sage Therapeutics

250K

Bluebird Bio

200K

CRISPR

100K

Neon Therapeutics

VELOCITY
East Cambridge

Alewife

Google
Syros Pharmaceuticals
Invaio Sciences
Nference
13K

50K

100K 150K

200K 250K

Consolidations could open up
vacancy opportunities for others.
Takeda has acquired Shire, and
Sanofi’s massive deal could have
ripple effects on East Cambridge as
well (though it appears the suburbs
are more at risk from that). Point
being, while ground-up development
is limited, space shuffling could open
up more space in the years ahead.

Harvard Square

Takeda

Square Feet

• Opportunity Zone designation could turbocharge Alewife’s
transformation. While the outdated R&D product along
Cambridgepark Drive has largely been repurposed for
modern lab and multifamily, this census block was
designated as an Opportunity Zone. Across the train tracks,
the properties off Concord Avenue are not in the designated
zone, but recent investment/property turnover there
suggests that redevelopment is not far off. With Alewife just
a few stops away on the Red Line, it could potentially offer
alternatives to East Cambridge firms needing space.

300K 350K 400K 450K 500K 550K

• Rent volatility is a real concern. While Cambridge does not
impose strict building limits as San Francisco does, the
severe supply/demand imbalance here could very well recreate the Bay Area’s rent volatility. In San Francisco, when
tenant demand is soaring, development cannot be brought on
fast enough to meet it, causing massive rent spikes. When
conditions soften, those rents come back down to earth. This
may be Cambridge’s future.
GREATER BOSTON MARKET VIEWPOINT
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Life science is as hot as ever.
Landlords are converting numerous
assets to capture this demand, from
195/200 West and 1560 Trapelo Road
in Waltham to 4 Burlington Woods in
Burlington. The largest single block of
available lab product in the suburbs is
4 Corporate Drive in Andover, Eisai’s
longtime home. This state-of-the-art
facility is move-in ready, something
unique in today’s market.

Q1 2019

SUBURBAN OVERVIEW
Momentum continues in Boston’s suburbs. Vacancies are
back to levels last seen in early 2008, but aggregate rents are
nearly $4/SF higher than in those days. The core Route 128
submarkets (Route 128 Northwest and 128 Mass Pike) are
leading the way: Route 128 Northwest has the lowest vacancies
in nearly two decades, at 12.5% for the first time since early
2001 at the start of the tech bust.
Location and quality product drive the market today. The Inner
Suburbs, Burlington, Waltham, and lab product have been
winners. Landlords willing to invest in their properties are
benefitting from that capital infusion. Lower-quality properties
languish.

$4

12.5%
Route 128 Northwest

Lab conversions

Rents above 2008

vacancy rate

gaining popularity

levels

• Differentiators are incredibly important in today’s market, and
one of the biggest is public transit. A constant refrain from
tenants today concerns traffic problems and how best to get
their employees in and out of work. Not all of the suburbs are
poised to benefit from major infrastructure investment, but the
Inner Suburbs sure are. The groundbreaking of the Green Line
Extension is prompting a major transformation, and Somerville
will be a bull’s-eye for projects. Planned development at Union
Square, Xmbly near Assembly Square, and Boynton Yards
will remake the city with a mix of residential, retail, office, and
lab totaling nearly nine million SF. Transit will help unlock
opportunities within a tremendously dense, well-educated
community.
• Development is gaining some traction. Hobbs Brook
Management is going spec on 500,000 SF in Waltham, while
Federal Realty landed Puma (150,000 SF) for its 300,000
SF office/retail building at Assembly Row. Selective new
development will move forward.

Aggregate statistics for the office and lab market
are provided below:
MARKET/
SUBMARKETS

VACANCY
RATE

ABSORPTION
(000s)
Q1 2019

123,551

16.4%

203

SUPPLY SF (000s)

Suburban Boston
Inner Suburbs

6,765

11.4%

(13)

Route 128

68,215

14.6%

432

Route 495

45,678

20.3%

(265)

Worcester

2,892

9.7%

49

Innovation Park
4 Corporate Drive, Andover, MA
Source: Colliers Listing
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• Absorption was strong at the start of the year, led by 128 Mass
Pike and 128 Northwest, the core of Boston’s suburbs. Route 495
North went in the other direction, largely because the 201,000
SF Eisai campus at 4 Corporate Drive came on the market.
Taking that deal out of the equation would have kept overall
suburban lab demand positive. Computershare’s former home
at 250 Royall weighed on Route 128 South’s absorption this
quarter.

150K

A123

70K

T2 Biosystems

65K

Crown Castle

60K

Park Place Technologies

50K+

Barton Associates

30K

Venture X

• The suburbs have 103.3 million SF of occupied space — a
record. They have long had multiple submarkets with vacancies
north of 20%, but today, only Route 495 North and 495 West are
above that threshold.
• Relocations and M&A are likely to cause volatility in the future.
Sanofi signed a lease for 900,000 SF in Cambridge, raising
questions about possible space givebacks in places such
as Framingham, Waltham, and Westborough. IBM recently
purchased Red Hat. No major changes were announced, but with
both companies situated along Route 495 and IBM active in the
market, some shakeout could occur. Further, Eisai and Philips
are relocating to Cambridge while Puma is leaving Westford for
Somerville. The suburbs maintain positive momentum overall,
but backfill space and potential consolidations are overarching
risks that could cause vacancies to spike.

LOOKING AHEAD…

VELOCITY
• Numerous large-scale transactions during the quarter included
Tesaro (200,000 SF), Boston Dynamics (175,000 SF), Puma
(150,000 SF), BAE Systems (135,000 SF), Dicerna (80,000
SF), and Amazon (50,000 SF). These firms represent a diverse
group of industries, but tech and life science remain leaders.
• The suburbs have long been dominated by technology
companies. But technology has evolved, so software as a
service (SaaS), 3-D printing, robotics, manufacturing, and life
sciences are current and future drivers of the market.
Some of the larger transactions during the quarter included:
Tesaro
Boston Dynamics
Puma
BAE Systems
Dicerna
Amazon
25K

50K

Square Feet

75K

100K

125K

150K

SUBURBAN

ABSORPTION, VACANCY, AND FORECAST

Some of the larger requirements include:

Inner Suburbs

Route 128

Route 495

Worcester

175K

200K

225K

250K

• Opportunity Zones could reshape parts of the suburban
market. These targeted economic development areas include
census blocks within communities in the Inner Suburbs,
the North Shore, South Shore, and Marlborough, as well as
in Gateway cities such as Lowell, Lawrence, and Brockton.
Capital is being raised now to invest in these Opportunity
Zones, and as it is deployed, development and investment
could be game-changers.
• Talent acquisition and retention are front of mind for
employers, and landlords who enhance buildings by
creating amenity space and providing convenience can
win in this marketplace. Landlords are now continuing to
take unproductive space out of the rentable market to add
amenities such as gyms, food service, and conference space.
Outdoor patios, roof decks, and game rooms are starting to
pop up as well.
• With a high concentration of Boston’s suburban executive
housing, Route 128 Mass Pike and Route 128 Northwest are
likely to be the first to benefit from tenants migrating out of
the city and back to the suburbs. We’re just beginning to see
some smaller outfits relocating from Boston and Cambridge.
One of the main reasons? The commute has worn down
their employees. Work-life balance, increasingly important to
younger workers, could encourage a suburban resurgence in
the years ahead.
GREATER BOSTON MARKET VIEWPOINT
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Q1 2019

OFFICE/LAB

CAPITAL MARKETS

52 BRATTLE STREET
CAMBRIDGE

SALES AND HIGHLIGHTS

Land parcels are hot commodities.
Recent sale examples include
UMass’s Bayside Expo Center and
Gillette’s 6.5-acre Fort Point site,
while GE’s headquarters and Widett
Circle (among others) are the next
sites to be contested.

BUYER:

RENMORE LLC

PRICE:

$24,000,000

PSF:

$1,331

OFFICE/LAB

4 BURLINGTON WOODS
BURLINGTON

• Debt funds are key financiers for both development projects
and existing assets. Along with insurance companies, they’re
making the market extremely liquid.
• Additional towers are coming on the market, pushing prices
ever higher.

BUYER:

GEM REALTY CAPITAL, INC.

PRICE:

$23,413,351

PSF:

$223

• The recent inversion of the yield curve, an intraday move,
bears watching. A continuously inverted curve is cause for
concern.
OFFICE/LAB

OFFICE/LAB

283-291 CENTRE STREET
NEWTON

7 WATER STREET
BOSTON

BUYER:

SARACEN PROPERTIES

BUYER:

FIDELITY INVESTMENTS

PRICE:

$50,750,000

PRICE:

$21,755,000

PSF:

$294

PSF:

$473

OFFICE/LAB
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OFFICE/LAB

15 COURT SQUARE
BOSTON

225 CEDAR HILL STREET
MARLBOROUGH

BUYER:

KS PARTNERS

BUYER:

IPG PHOTONICS, CORP.

PRICE:

$29,000,000

PRICE:

$21,000,000

PSF:

$358

PSF:

$195

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

INDUSTRIAL

THE HARLO (1350 BOYLSTON STREET)
BOSTON

3 DISTRIBUTION CENTER CIRCLE, LITTLETON

BUYER:

INVESCO ADVISERS, INC.

BUYER:

SUN LIFE INSTITUTIONAL

PRICE:

$150,025,000.00

PRICE:

$76,650,000

$/UNIT:

$707,665.00

PSF:

$111

MULTI-FAMILY

40 DEPOT STREET, BELLINGHAM

INDUSTRIAL

MAVE APARTMENTS (225 FALLON RD)
STONEHAM

420 E STREET
BOSTON

BUYER:

WAKEFIELD INVESTMENTS INC.

BUYER:

CENTERBRIDGE PARTNERS LP

PRICE:

$128,450,000.00

PRICE:

$32,500,000

PSF:

$431,040.00

PSF:

$368

RETAIL

CAPITAL MARKETS

MULTI-FAMILY

INDUSTRIAL

341 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON

200 UPLAND DR
NORWOOD

BUYER:

GAZIT GROUP USA INC.

BUYER:

BAUM REVISION GROUP, LLC

PRICE:

$51,000,000

PRICE:

$23,500,000

PSF:

$1,042

PSF:

$106

RETAIL

INDUSTRIAL

186 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE
BURLINGTON

15 CAMPANELLI CIRCLE
CANTON

BUYER:

REALTY INCOME CORPORATION

BUYER:

THE SEYON GROUP

PRICE:

$44,000,000

PRICE:

$8,180,000

PSF:

$338

PSF:

$100

GREATER BOSTON MARKET VIEWPOINT
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WE ARE COLLIERS.
WE ARE GLOBAL GROUNDED INTEGRATED RESOURCEFUL
ACCOMPLISHED WE ARE
WE ARE GLOBAL.
With offices in 68 countries, Colliers International is armed with the talent and expertise to meet your needs and exceed your
expectations in virtually every major market worldwide.
The foundation of our service is the strength and depth of our specialists. Our clients depend on our ability to draw on years of direct
experience in their local market. Our professionals know their communities and the industry inside and out. Whether you are a local firm
or a global organization, we provide creative solutions for all your real estate needs.

WE ARE GROUNDED.
Despite our strong global connections, our local office is deeply rooted in Boston, tracing its history back to 1875 when we were founded
as Meredith & Grew. We have been directly involved in several of the major projects that have shaped Greater Boston as we see it today
and are as committed to the future of this City and market as we are invested in its past.
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A full service platform alone is not a differentiator, but cohesive,
multidisciplinary collaboration is. At Colliers, we advocate complete
transparency between our service lines, resulting in the maximum
benefit to you. When we can see the big picture from all service
angles, it uncovers and unlocks opportunities that would otherwise
remain hidden in a silo approach, and enables thoughtful and proactive
decision-making for you.

WE ARE RESOURCEFUL.
A deep bench of industry, geography, and subject matter specialists, combined with an unrivaled set of research and marketing
tools allows Colliers to take a fully client-centric approach. We staff projects with representatives and resources that will add the
most value to an assignment and ultimately accelerate your success.

WE ARE ACCOMPLISHED.
Colliers has been built upon a foundation of success, resulting from habitual good practices, overwhelmingly sound principles,
and a perpetual desire to improve. The launch of new disciplines over the years has purely resulted from our clients’ evolving
needs, and has proven successful as most repeat clients choose to leverage the broader Colliers service lines.

World of Colliers

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

WE ARE INTEGRATED.

2018 Year-End Stats

Revenue

Established in

(US$)

countries

$3.3B
Lease/sale transactions

69,000

68

Transaction value

Managing

(US$)

(square feet)

$127B

Assets Under Management

$26B+

2B

Comprised of

17,000+
professionals

All statistics are for 2018, are in U.S. dollars and include affiliates.

WE AT COLLIERS ARE ALL OF THIS AND MORE.
YOU ARE THE BENEFICIARY.
GREATER BOSTON MARKET VIEWPOINT
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MARKET SNAPSHOT
Q1 2019 STATISTICS | OFFICE & LAB / CLASS A & CLASS B
SQUARE FEET (SF)
SUPPLY

DIRECT SF
AVAILABLE

BOSTON

71,901,679

5,424,985

Back Bay

13,342,940

611,274

Financial District

34,274,384

3,054,889

MARKET

Allston / Brighton

SUBLEASE SF
AVAILABLE

CURRENT
ABSORPTION

YTD
ABSORPTION

8.9%

714,777

714,777

26,355

4.8%

193,522

193,522

694,219

10.9%

191,347

191,347

954,985

VACANCY*

962,443

32,811

0

3.4%

27,081

27,081

Charlestown

2,747,176

42,341

2,751

1.6%

43,349

43,349

Crosstown

1,251,320

58,682

11,631

5.6%

2,962

2,962

Fenway / Kenmore

4,257,995

110,966

16,600

3.0%

41,409

41,409

North Station

2,245,004

108,370

36,273

6.4%

17,696

17,696
167,010

Seaport

11,605,924

1,290,998

167,156

12.6%

167,010

South Station

1,214,493

114,654

0

9.4%

30,401

30,401

CAMBRIDGE

23,650,253

559,440

279,991

3.5%

87,593

87,593

2,755,614

243,546

153,451

14.4%

157,793

157,793

18,995,144

255,439

77,931

1.8%

(70,431)

(70,431)

Alewife Station/Route 2
East Cambridge
Harvard Square/Mass Ave
SUBURBS

1,899,495

60,455

48,609

5.7%

123,551,149

18,429,534

1,833,787

16.4%

202,718

231

231
202,718

Inner Suburbs

6,765,404

744,588

24,079

11.4%

(13,043)

Route 128 North

7,567,349

1,104,757

12,832

14.8%

49,766

49,766

Route 128 Northwest

21,343,456

2,372,943

290,023

12.5%

327,112

327,112

Route 128 Mass Pike

22,319,708

3,180,205

400,492

16.0%

334,168

334,168

Route 128 South

16,985,323

2,204,826

392,604

15.3%

(279,202)

(279,202)

Route 495 North

20,983,818

4,293,219

301,094

21.9%

(253,134)

(253,134)

Route 495 West

21,528,772

3,967,803

359,372

20.1%

(66,167)

(66,167)

Route 495 South

3,165,395

315,562

19,426

10.6%

53,966

53,966

Worcester
MARKET TOTALS

(13,043)

2,891,924

245,631

33,865

9.7%

49,252

49,252

219,103,081

24,413,959

3,068,763

12.5%

1,005,088

1,005,088

*Including sublease space

CONTACT:
Aaron Jodka
Director of Research
+1 617 330 8059
aaron.jodka@colliers.com

Dion Sorrentino
Research Analyst
+1 617 330 8148
dion.sorrentino@colliers.com

Colliers International | 160 Federal Street | Boston, MA 02110

FOLLOW US:
www.colliers.com
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